
SwingCats Danseklubb 

All dancing activity was heavily affected by the pandemic. When restrictions were introduced in 

March 2020 all dance classes and social dances were immediately suspended. 

As the restrictions were mainly targeting at avoiding contact between individuals, especially in an 

indoor setting, the Lindy Hop group started to offer free lessons outdoors up until the summer 

holidays in front of the concert hall in Stavanger. The couple dancing was arranged for fixed couples 

from the same household without changing dance partners. For solo dancers we were practicing Solo 

Jazz routines.  

After the summer holidays and under milder restrictions Lindy Hop classes continued indoors at first 

with couple dancing (fixed couples from same household, no partner rotation, max. number of 

participants) and a tap and solo jazz class (for solo dancers, limited number of participants. Classes 

were set at Bikubå which offers sufficient space to keep a safe distance between individuals or 

couples. 

Unfortunately, this setting had to be abandoned in late autumn when sports activities for adults 

were banned again. The couple class continued through Zoom but the Tap class had to be stopped as 

it was deemed impossible to do tap and solo jazz digitally. 

The West Coast Swing group started classes regularly early 2020 and had to cancel all activities for 

the reaming year. A class for couples from the same household had been discussed but due to a very 

limited number of potential couples this concept did not appear to be viable for the WCS group. 

Courses conducted by the WCS group at Cegal and Equinor generated income which was used to 

cover the costs for renting Bikubå.  

The Boogie Woogie group managed to almost completely run the beginner class until the pandemic 

restrictions were imposed. It was decided to halt all activity until a more normal situation has been 

reestablished. 

Members: 

SwingCats had 58 members in 2020 

 


